BEAGLE INU
https://beagleinu.finance

Welcome - Beagle INU
A BEAGLE INU is meme token. It's a currency derived from the
memes community and definated for new trend of BEAGLE
family. He is a hybrid of a biological BEAGLE and Inu. He is a
highly developed dog whose body has been permanently
supplemented with haft blood. BEAGLE INU is great hunting
dog ever. He is a cybernetic organism and a technically
modified genes life form and fights for the alliance to maintain
the balance in the Crypto universe.
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Beagle INU – TOKENOMICS
"We are creating a unique, unprecedented NFT platform for
Beagle INU, especially for meme tokens."
-- Marketing 5% --

-- Liquidity 1% --

-- Reward Holder 2% --

5% Marketing wallet used
to advertise and upgrade
the project.

1% of buying and selling
transaction fees are
transferred to the
liquidity..

2% Transaction Fee,
Rewards for Holders
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BEAGLE INU - DETAILS
- NAME TOKEN: BEAGLE INU
- SYMBOL: BEAGLE
- DECIMALS: 9
- SUPPLY: 1.000.000.000
- MARKETING FEE: 5%
-REWARD HOLDER: 4%
- LIQUIDITY FEE: 3 %
- SLIPPER BUY/SELL: 12%
- CONTRACT: 0x979a798b8e9e120d6e3ced0c0fa3de7c9f3a605b
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BEAGLE INU – ROAD MAP
STAGE 1:

STAGE 2:
BEAGLE INU Launched

Project Concept
-

Beagle INU Group is
established.

-

Project information is
available on the
website.

-

-

60% of $BEAGLE
Tokens are pre-sold
on the website.

Link commission fee
is 5% for referrers.

-

Promote and implement
cooperation with Crypto
celebrities to promote
$BEAGLE.

-

$BEAGLE token Launched

-

Listed on some VOTE
platforms like (Coinscope,
Coinsnipe, coinlisted,....)

-

Organize many mini
games on the group to
create a fun playground for
the community

STAGE 3:

STAGE 4:

Whitepaper - Audited

CEX exchanges

-

Our Whitepaper is
released to our
investors.

-

Audited contract

-

Listed on
COINMARKETCAP

-

Listed on COINGECKO
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-

List some CEX exchanges
(HOTBIT, LBANK,
COINTIGER, MEXC....)

-

Build more arrays of
STAKING, FARM, NFT,
GAME...

-

$BEAGLE Mobile App is
released and its avilable
in iOS and Android
devices.

THANK YOU
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